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950Rb Delivered$1195

XBR25 Delivered$1195

XBR55             Delivered$1495

1050Rb             Delivered$1495

Schwinn 240 Recumbent Bike          Delivered$549

Bremshey Recumbent Bike          DeliveredAmbition $599

The manually operated magnetic brakes guarantee smooth cycle
movements.

Offers Back Seat Adjustment, Walk thru design, Adjustable Tilt Screen, Contact
Heart Rate, Smooth quiet operation.

L:  64'', W:  26'', H: 45’Dimensions
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§

Mesh Seat with Adjustable Back

Bottom Seat offers tilt

Built in toggles for resistance into handgrips

7 Year Warranty

§

§

§

Mesh Back Seat

Oversized Frame

Plated Seat Rail

5 Year Warranty§

Walk-through design  with fixed Nylon mesh seatback

24lb Flywheel w/ 750 Watts of Resistance

Heart Rate Control programming

Programs……(6) + (2) custom user & Heart Rate Control

Warranty: 5 years parts, 1 year labor

Adjustable Mesh Seat back

30lb Flywheel w/ 1000 watts of resistance

Resistance Control in Seat Handle

Warranty: 10 years Parts, 1 year labor

Top Pick

Get the perfect combination of value and versatility with the Schwinn® 240
Recumbent bike. With 18 programs and 16 levels of resistance, you can be
assured you will have a great workout in a relaxed position with increased lower
back support. The Schwinn® 240 boasts integrated features such as a reading
rack, water bottle holder, multi-color backlit LCD, transport wheels, and more.

Warranty: Frame: 5 years, Mechanical & Electric: 1 year, Wear Parts: 90 days



SportsArt C520r Recumbent Bike $2095

ST Fitness 4710 Recumbent Bike $895

True PS900Recumbent $2395

True PS50 Recumbent $1895

The C52r recumbent cycle is designed to easily accommodate any user. Its impressive
infinitely adjustable mesh seat back conforms to support the user during the entire
workout. The bottom seat pad also adjusts to accommodate user's needs. A state-of-the-
art dot matrix display with CardioAdvisor™ and multiple programs give you the tools you
need to make the most of your workout.

Hill, Random, Interval 1, Interval 2, 2 HRC, Manual, Quick Start

Lifetime frame, 10 years bumper to bumper mechanical*, 3 years electronics, 1
year labor

Programs:

Warranty:

SELF POWERED
The PS900 recumbent bike is self-generating and therefore can be placed anywhere
in your facility. The 2 stage drive system with Poly-V belts combine for a very smooth
and quiet riding experience.

PRE-PROGRAMMED WORKOUTS
Six pre-programmed workouts including manual, quick start, random, cardio, fat burn
and hills provide a variety of training options for users with a wide range of abilities
and goals. Programming on the fly allows users to adjust workout settings while
using the bike.

Nautilus Recumbent Bike            DeliveredNR3000 $2099
The frictionless V-Force™ Plus system delivers a wide range of resistance
levels and ultra-smooth performance.

Remote Operation Control™ (ROC™) system is built into the arm handles,
so you can start and change the intensity level without moving your hands.

The commercial-grade poly-V belt drive provides near-silent operation and
maintenance-free performance.

Results Mode displays your total workout time, distance, and calories
burned, plus average speed, RPM and heart rate.

Heart Rate Control programs monitor your heart rate and automatically
adjust the intensity level based on your target zone. Touch rate sensors and
a wireless heart-rate transmitter belt are included.

SAFETY AND COMFORT
The walk-through design on the TRUE® PS50 recumbent bike accommodates users of all
fitness levels. TRUE’s new mesh seat is ergonomically designed for lumbar support and allows
for infinite adjustment to fit every body type and relieve painful stress on the hip. The mesh
material also provides excellent ventilation during exercise.

EFFECTIVE AND INSPIRING
TRUE's patented HRC (Heart Rate Control)® and HRC Cruise Control™ provide an array of
possibilities for your workout. The PS50’s multiple pre-programmed workouts keep your routine
fresh, varied and challenging while achieving your fitness or weight loss goals, and programming
on the fly makes your workout easy to adapt as you go. These unique features help you train
more efficiently, keep pace with your goals and maximize each workout.

Walk-through design enables easy entry and exit

Mesh seatback allows for a comfortable workout

Bright multi-color LCD display is easy to

PROGRAMS: 12 Program Profiles, 4 Heart Rate Programs, 4 Custom
Profiles, Constant Wattread and intuitive to use

Warranty: Mechanical Parts: 5 Years Electronic Parts: 5 Years Labor: 1
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